
This Social Story is from your friends at



This is Florissa. Florissa is a place 
where kids of all ages come to learn 

skills and get help. 
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I am going to see the 
psychologist, Ms. Amy, 
and Ms. Corrie who will 
get to know me, learn 
what I am good at, and 

find out if there are things 
my family or school could 

do to help me. 
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When I arrive at Florissa, I will 
stop at the front desk first. 
Someone will say hello and 

help me check in. Some of the 
people I might see when I 

check in are Danielle, Janet, or 
Laura.
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After I check in, I will wait in 
the waiting room. I can play 
with toys, read books, or sit 

quietly while I wait.
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My psychologist will come into the 
waiting room and call my name 

when it’s my turn.

Dr. Kelly Dr. Beth Dr. Emily

Dr. Laura Ms. Jackie Ms. Lauren Mr. Sebastian
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There are many hallways and doors at 
Florissa, so I will follow the directions the 
psychologist gives me and walk with the 

psychologist to the right office.
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I will go to an office with a 
table and chairs to sit in. 

When I am with the 
psychologist, we will play, do 

brain games, and talk.
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It is my job to do the best I can, 
even if the games and questions 

are hard. We will take breaks 
when I need them.
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My psychologist will tell me 
when our time is all done.
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I will take anything I 
brought with me 

when my time is all 
done, but I will have 

to leave the other 
things in the room.
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We will walk down the 
hallway back to the waiting 

room where someone will be 
waiting to take me home.
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It is time to leave for today. We will 
say, “Goodbye,” and leave Florissa. I 
will come back another day to see 

the psychologist again.
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When I come back to 
Florissa, I will see the 

psychologist and meet 
Ms. Amy and Ms. Corrie. 

Ms. Amy Ms. Corrie
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First, I will do some work with the 
psychologist. We will play with 

toys, and I will answer questions. 
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Then, I will work with Ms. Amy and 
Ms. Corrie. Ms. Amy will ask me 

questions and Ms. Corrie will see 
how my body stretches and moves.
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It is fun to follow directions!
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It is time to leave for today. The 
psychologist will tell me if I will 

come back another day or not. We 
will say, “Goodbye,” and leave 

Florissa. 
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Everyone will be proud 
of me. It’s fun to come 

to Florissa!
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